Methods for optimizing antiviral combination therapies.
Despite some progress with antiretroviral combination therapies, therapeutic success in the management of HIV-infected patients is limited. The evolution of drug-resistant genetic variants in response to therapy plays a key role in treatment failure and finding a new potent drug combination after therapy failure is considered challenging. To estimate the activity of a drug combination against a particular viral strain, we develop a scoring function whose independent variables describe a set of antiviral agents and viral DNA sequences coding for the molecular targets of the respective drugs. The construction of this activity score involves (1) predicting phenotypic drug resistance from genotypes for each drug individually, (2) probabilistic modeling of predicted resistance values and integration into a score for drug combinations, and (3) searching through the mutational neighborhood of the considered strain in order to estimate activity on nearby mutants. For a clinical data set, we determine the optimal search depth and show that the scoring scheme is predictive of therapeutic outcome. Properties of the activity score and applications are discussed.